First floor
Amount: 4
Room Numbers and Locations:
- **1280E and 1280F** - North of the main stairwell, around the corner from the 1200 hallway
- **Unnumbered (2)** - Inside the Athletics entrance, next to the stairwell, across from the swim uniform pickup window

Second floor
Amount: 2
Room Numbers and Locations:
- **2280B and 2280C** - North of the main stairwell, around the corner from the 2200 hallway

Third floor
Amount: 2
Room Numbers and Location:
- **3280B and 3280C** - North of the main stairwell, around the corner from the 3200 hallway

Fourth floor
Amount: 2
Room Numbers and Location:
- **4394A and 4394B** - Farthest north end of the building, west of Kettlestrings Cafe

Pro Tip:
The 8 newly added restrooms are in the same location on each floor. If you can find one, you’ll be able to find them all.

They are: 1280E and 1280F; 2280B and 2280C; 3280B and 3280C; and 4394A and 4394B.